G.S.U. Granted "Recognized Candidate" Status

The North Central Association of Colleges and secondary schools voted today to officially grant to Governor's State University the "recognized candidate" status for full accreditation.

Involvement in the decision to award recognized candidate status is significant because such a decision should be able to attain full credit within a three-year period.

At the examination team representing Michigan, Missouri, New York, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin universities recommended the pre-accreditation category recognized by the commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central Association of Colleges and secondary schools. Governor's State University and achieved and achieved July 1970 status with the recommendation on the first step in the process leading to full accreditation.

Innovator Staff members were considered for that any student who has not finished a module three sessions after he or she submitted resumes should be given ten more credits for that particular module. If the student is unable to complete this within the required number of credits, the Midwest team recommended that the university be given the courtesy of a formal presentation.

"Looking at the candidates they are bringing in," he said, "I find my credentials second to none." If we are any of the candidates from GSU, Arthur Evans, Professor in CHLD and interested candidate, voiced strong disagreements over the fact that the search committee overlooked those within their own institution. "The search committee seemed to be concerned with the candidates and this University realistic," he said.

"With support of students and staff, I would like to sit down to the great offices of student participation. Without that, decisions will always seem to be behind closed doors," Bennett said.

"All my goals have been in their realm," he said. "My goals have been to make students aware of the problems at the University and the importance of the decisions as far as his work is concerned, or his relationship with staff and students."

By HERBERT WILLIAMS

Candidate assessment to fill the position of Human Learning and Human Services is currently two hundred thousand dollar project, which he wrote the proposal for. He has not made up his mind to steer his career path towards this University. Leonard Marks is currently studying the effects of colored light on biological systems. The results of his PROJECT will be revealed.
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University Assembly
Get Off Our Back

LLOYD DE GRANE

For several months now the University Assembly has asked the INNOVATOR to develop a policy of publishing the minutes of its meetings. We didn't exactly know what the U.A. wanted, however we found ourselves in a position similar to what other colleges and universities in the Chicago area are in. The position is one of either absolute neglect or only a half hearted effort to please the administration.

Our frustration levels peaked last Tuesday (Mar. 27), when we finally got ourselves together and decided on a course of action. It was decided by all newspaper staff members that a special concern seek out other student newspaper publication policies, with hopes that we could extend material relevant to our own needs.

I'm writing this editorial after returning to the office just minutes ago. I spent an hour going through copies of any other publications in my possession. There are no models to draw information from. Other university editors who asked "Can you give us some assistance?" responded in negative years. The only positive information given us was by one University of Chicago student who said "Go see a lawyer, or get help from legal aid." The U.C. and the U. of I. both thought the administration policies intolerable, so they became independent. Now we at the INNOVATOR feel the same hot breath creeping over us. Restrictively closer. Must we also be forced into a position of acceptance or rejection, surely having to remove ourselves if we choose the latter? I hope the administration (making itself heard through the U.S.) has the foresight to "get off our back!"

The Man Saveth-The Man Taketh Away

Among other issues of national merit, the "excessive" salaries of the Republican administration to solve what it calls a Democratic problem: the welfare of the "great society's programs in bringing about domestic tranquility or what to do about them Niggers; if not all of them, surely some (shades of King Alfred?)

The leaders of this administration employ blunt, effective, political espionage and sabotage as tactics in duping and controlling the American public knowledge of its activities, and then censors the only channel open to it's citizens to be informed about its actions which is the notion of a free press.

The Nixon administration comes as no surprise to those who already suspect ill-will from those in "high places" (shades of King Alfred?)
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Response To The Women's Lib Issue

By Fidelis Amatokwu

Steve Schain (HLD)..."Altho I am told I occasionally exhibit some male chauvinistic behavior, I support the goals of Women's Lib. Hopefully, they won't opt for men's liberation."

Ahmed K. Ashorobi - CCS..."Not until I can understand the real meaning of the word 'liberation', differ from that of the dictionary's, could I develop a concept as to what the women are about. The words are widely used, but what it implies in terms of women's struggle is what I can't see or experience. Probably, women should search for another word to equate their wants."

H. Rauwiler - Registrar..."I have a respect for all people's equal rights and their individual differences because of the respect we owe to all persons with whom we share our humanity in its various displays of goodness."
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Vets Bulletin Board
G.S.U. Vets Club Formed

Corla Burks, Coordinator of Veterans Affairs, explains structure to newly formed Vets Club.

The Vet Nam Era Vets met the weekly requirements for the first time ever; they finally came up with a constitution and plans for the Illinois State Charter. The veterans of G.S.U. will present a request for a charter to S.I.A. once they receive recognition within the near future.

The on campus vets club is designed to provide veterans with assistance and current information regarding state and federal programs. Two veteran coordinators will facilitate the Veterans Outreach Program (a program designed to help veterans in the community), and head club meetings.

The members of the newly formed Veteran Club are Larry Poonsaka, Herb Williams, Frank Postnik, Wayne Kenney, Lloyd Lavy, Larry Biro, and John Farkas. A special thanks goes out to Ms. Cora Burks from financial aid, and Ms. Colleen Green, who volunteered their organizational expertise, making the Veterans Club a reality.

Meetings for the club are usually Friday noons, in the north rotunda. All students are invited, especially veterans.

Veterans Attack

Benefit Cuts

(CPS) - The National Association of Collegiate Veterans (NACV) has filed suit against the Federal Government, citing the Nixon Administration's failure to release funds for veteran education programs which had already been signed into law.

NACV, which was formed in 1968, is a non-profit organization. Its purpose and benefits of Vietnam-era veterans, is seeking the release of $25 million in public institutions of higher learning that initiative programs benefiting veterans of the Vietnam War, including VA medical construction, a 9.8 percent reduction in VA medical education, and a 5.8 percent cut in the Public Employment Program; an $81 million dollar cut in veteran's educational benefits.

In an introduction to the report, Nader said, "In what other war have the thousands of dead received less public attention than a few hundred POW officers?"

Collegiate Veterans

Files Suit

(CPS/ZNS) - While the Nixon administration is making a national issue of its concern for the POW/MIAs, its policy toward the thousands of Vietnam veterans who have been returning quietly to the United States is strikingly different.

The National Association of Collegiate Veterans has filed suit in Washington, D.C. Federal Court in efforts to "unlock" $25 million in federal funds. The money had been earmarked for colleges that recruit and help Vietnam veterans as students. The $25 million had already been approved by Congress as a special effort to provide college educations for men who had fought in Vietnam. However, every penny of the money was impounded by the White House's Office of Management and Budget.

James Moyer, president of the veterans association, termed the freezing of Vietnam veteran educational funds "pathetic." President Nixon's 1974 budget submitted to Congress is very clear on the veteran education subsidy. It calls on Congress to cancel the $50 million which has already been approved, and it further asks that Congress scrap the moratorium which was proposed for the program next year.

Tell It Like It Is

By LEOLA SCHEARD

Dear Leola,

I've dated girls at G.S.U. They both know it. I have dated both, but now they won't go out with me anymore. What's wrong with this? I don't want to marry anyone. I want to get laid! I've been good for a long time. Why do most girls want to put their brand on your butt?

Dear Happy Man,

Your friends have decided to let you choose one or the other. You will have to choose girls who want to remain free as you do. Some women do not want to go out on a Tuesday night and the next evening their date takes their gal friend to a movie. It is possible they want to brand you, branding iron and fire.

Dear Leola,

I cannot have any children. My husband would not adopt one. I want a black baby. My husband says this would not be a tender to the baby. What do you think? We could give the child a good home.

Dear Lonely Couple,

A baby needs love from both parents. Are you sure your husband is thinking about the baby? A baby grows and will have to accept little things that occur with this type of situation. Don't involve a third party unless you are willing to accept being his or her mother and dad. Have friends who just adopted a half black and German baby. Their home is one of love and trust. I would say yes if your husband truly wants the baby, if not, NO with a capital N.

Dear Leola,

From some of the answers you give, you certainly do not make any commitments. Why can't the students ask you about their love the truth. What you tell them still leaves them in wonder.

Mrs. Quiz

What do you want - my blood on the walls? This is a student newspaper and I am not that well known as a columnist in a well known newspaper. If you know anything about writing, then you should know this is one of the most difficult columns to write. Any time you try to answer questions when just one person's view of a problem is told is not easy. My answers are to help not harm and to start the person who took the time to write.

Dear Leola,

I have run for office for quite a few things. I never seem to get the majority of students to vote for me. What can I do to let them know I would be a responsible person?

A Loser

Dear Loser,

Fifteen all students have to know you. Get involved and talk in the many different meetings here at G.S.U where student voices are needed. I have been to many meetings and the attendance of students was certainly needed and they had been asked for input. Concentrate on these areas for a while and you will be recognized as one who wants to help. When you do win why you finally will, remember the days when you lost.

By UTAH

OPEN 7 DAYS

DINNER SPECIAL

Charcoal CHOICE SIRLOIN STEAK

with Choice of Potato

Sautéed Spanish Onion with Cheese

Salad, Soup

Homemade Bread & Butter

Save 10% OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA

FLAT OR SCILICIAN PAN PIZZA

TO EAT IN ONLY
A Trip To East St. Louis

By K.D. AKA

My trip to East St. Louis with the Union of African People at G.S.U. was an enjoyable one. It made me see the role that black people are moving toward in the 70's. This is to achieve their educational goal.

A lot of people may ask about the trip, especially of the young counterparts who are getting ready to step into hereditary succession of hatred and institutional racism.

The trip to the Conference was to develop more about the black heritage, culture, self identity, and to eliminate the badge of oppression through educational means.

The Conference was organized by African Americans on black students. This organization or one can call is a group of black intellectuals trying to demonstrate what the black people can do and their ability to construct for themselves.

Letter To My Conscience

Dear Conscience,

I should like to record here my gratitude to society for joining me in depriving and dispossessing me of equality. I am beginning to feel that it's time for me to equalize. But what I don't quite know, is when, where, and how unequity has entered into my life.

I also am grateful to society for seemingly ushering in peace and war into my life as a human being. But the most intriguing questions I have continued to raise are, should society grant me peace and equality, and leave me alone? Shall I be able to plot it alone? Shall I survive or shall I die?

In my delusions for a grandiose kind of living, I have learned to stereotype some people as the larger society, and, myself as a minority. Consequently, I have looked to that larger society to provide, to show love and kindness upon me. I have often become overly dependent that I have built my whole life around ideological myths of political and social programs, fighting somebody until nobody is at the other end of the punching bag.

Mr., Miss, Mrs. Nobody, please, there is something I know and respond to vicerally: any answers that you may provide to these ever-present questions, will offer shallow consolation. If you and I fail to know how we become unequal.... if we watch that larger society which we often indict in returning the social, economic and human plans.

Empty Mr., Miss, Mrs. Nobody, there is something I know and respond to vicerally: any answers that you may provide to these ever-present questions, will offer shallow consolation. If you and I fail to know how we become unequal.... if we watch that larger society which we often indict in returning the social, economic and human plans.

To Whom It May Concern

GSU students fail to live up to image of adult students.

Odare

The women of Chicago have gotten another slap in the face. In recent deliberations regarding the '73 budget, the city council, which includes all of two women, refused to eliminate the difference in pay between the male and female janitors in City Hall. This means the men continue to earn $3,056 per year more than the women for doing the same work, despite ODARE's protests. In typically arrogant fashion the city council is now considering a proposal to more than double the mayor's salary, giving Chicago the highest paid mayor in the United States. The proposed $40,000 increase would alone be enough to raise the pay of the janitorses in City Hall to that of the janitors.

ODARE, which includes city employees as well as other women taxpayers in Chicago, supports equal work and equal pay. We object to the squandering of our tax dollars in this insatiable discriminatory manner. We propose that the money for the mayor's raises used instead to eliminate the pay gap between the janitors and janitoresses.

For further information contact: Lyda Carter 472-5014

GSU's pollution problem - from Innovation To Garbage.
National Earth Day is April 8th to 15th, and the Environmental Club at Governors State University is planning activities for all ages and backgrounds in our community.

Tuesday, April 10th at 7:30 p.m. in the Commons area at GSU. The Environmental Club, Balance, will present a puppet show and the story of their nature study center. All ages are invited. Warning: The show begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Commons area at GSU.

The program will include a puppet show and the story of their nature study center.

Tuesday, April 10th at 7:30 p.m. in the Commons area at GSU. The Student Services, announces that Information and assistance. Study clothes for boys size 8, girls size 9, and nearly all their belongings in the building. The Davis' who live on the Thompson farms lost nearly all their belongings in the blaze.

The Davis' are GSU neighbors and would like to help them in any way.

Are you interested in chess and other games which offer a challenge to the mind? Are you interested in history? Try war gaming, the hobby that lets you test yourself against history.

Contact Rich Black, 534-6394.

**Students desiring or needing an induction of provincial membership in the Illinois Constitution Examination of the National Honor Society, should contact the Student Services for information and assistance. Study guides as well as copies of constitutions are available. Constitution examination may be taken almost any weekday between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

**Health services are available for evening students. The Student Services will open the evenings on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday between the hours of 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. These additional services are available with the assistance of Roberta Tholen, R.N.

Counseling services are also available in the evening by appointment with one of the trained counselors of the Student Services.

**Judy Scott, Dental Assistant in the Student Services, announces that the Dental Service's hours have been changed to 12:30 to 2:00 p.m. The Dental Service is open for Preventive Dentistry in the University Commons. An informational and interested speaker from "Proctor and Gamble" will be on hand to talk about the effects of fluorides in Preventive Dentistry.

Some of the major points to be covered are:

1. A background to preventive dentistry.
2. The role of fluorides in preventive dentistry.
3. The effects of various fluorides on dentistry.
4. There will also be an automatic toothbrush demonstration.

A workshop for Sickie Cell Anemia which has been called a 20th century Renaissance man and a one-man cultural center will perform at GSU on May 4.

**American Dance Center
Chicago's Premiere Professional Studio Offering:

BALLET MODERN JAZZ - TAP
Special Children and Adult Classes Featuring Hershel Byrd, Etc

RICHTON LANES
2241 Governors Hwy.
Richton Park
OPEN 10 AM. Mon & Sun
Tues, Thurs. - 8 P.M.

D & D LOUNGE
3925 S. Oak Trail
Richton Park, Ill.

OPEN
Mon, Tues. Fri.
9 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 2 a.m.

Try our delicious B.B.Q. Ribs & Charcoal Grilled Sandwiches.

**For People

Meet Investment

We can't blame you for being nervous.

Investing in the market can be risky.

That's why we've devised the no-sweat investment.

No risks. No outstanding debts. And no chance of losing your money.

All you have to do is deposit your money in our bank. Leave it with us for two years and we'll pay you a tidy 5% interest.

If you don't want to wait that long, we'll give you an almost-as-good 5% interest on a one-year deposit.

If you want to get in and out for a safe, quick killing, we'll give you 4.5% on a day to day basis (so you can take the money and run whenever you want).

A deposit at our bank is one of the wisest ones you can make.

We won't make you rich overnight.

But in a while you'll be a little happier. A little richer. And a lot less nervous.
Students working closely with environmental scientists, Professors J. William Conant and J. Gerald unnoticed. Environmental Field Biology will acquire special ability to make careful observation of natural phenomena in a field setting and crucial skills for ecologists and conservationists, one that is often neglected in ecological training. Students working in the field will also gain experience in field recognition of ecological phenomena, without requiring a strong background in ecological theory.

Diaspora/Voices Behind The Walls

By ANTHONY AND ADDIE

Bro. Telermique.

As I read your letter I could feel your obvious commitment. You are an example for black men at a time when we need a positive example to help balance the negative world. It is with mutual understanding and sincere respect that I beg to bring one point closer for your mental analysis. Brother Malcolm is all the things you say and more. I could feel your obvious commitment. Closer for your mental analysis.

"Handicap" of demanding their freedom - they merely chose upon themselves because the structure of this language forbids it by its obvious targets to attack. That feels your obvious commitment. Closer for your mental analysis.

Malcolm X had an entire world of recognition of ecological phenomena, Without requiring a handicap of demanding their freedom - they merely chose upon themselves because the structure of this language forbids it by its obvious targets to attack. That feels your obvious commitment. Closer for your mental analysis.

Martin Luther King and Brother Malcolm is all the things you say and more. I could feel your obvious commitment. Closer for your mental analysis.

Humbly yours,

Abarah

Diaspora: The displaced African throughout our mother planet. Some are dedicated to the image of man as a creature of potential. Mind Games are a powerful instrument of growth. Those who play these games should become more imaginative, more creative, more flexible, and more articulate, until their capacities and to use their capacities productively. The players should achieve a new image of man as a creature of a new kind, a creature of point potential. Mind Games are a means of advancing toward what must be the main goal of every person in our time - PUTTING THE FIRST MAN ON THE EARTH!!

If you would like more information about MIND GAMES contact Dan Youngdahl (C.C.S.).